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Saturday, June 10. 2006

PSPInt: Intellivision Emulator for PSP v1.0.4

Hi All,

Here is a new version of PSPInt the Intellivision Emulator for PSP.

What's new in version 1.0.4 :

- Second joystick support
- Add keys to the virtual keyboard
- Option to toggle between players

Auto racing works now on this emulator  !

Save state feature is still missing, i've spent hours on it, but without any success (very unstable, it freeze your PSP one
time over two ...).

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public license,
read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.

 pspint-v1.0.4.zip

  Enjoy,

          Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in Intellivision at 10:35

I want to be honest with you , its kinda "too old school"

No one really wants that I guess , perhaps you try something less old and more fun ? 

just my 2 cents.
    Max23uhm on Jun 10 2006, 19:24

Thanks for your comment . I agree, it's a very old-school emulator, but this is the first game console i've got when i was a child, and it
reminds me many good things. 

BTW, this emulator is finished, and i don't really understand why you take the time to write me that this emulator is not your "cup of
tea". If i had to write to each authors of software that are not usefull for me, it would be a full-time job, i won't have enough time in my
life to do it !

Take care,           Zx.
    zx-81 on Jun 10 2006, 19:44

Well, I don't often take the time and say thanks, but I will this time.

Is this as useful as the SNES emulators--probably not, but this has been one of my favorite emulators to poke around with by far.  The
Intellivision was my first console, too, and I must admit I don't know why my parents spend so much to get it for me (my Apple IIe
much later at least had some educational justification...).  Just spoiled, I guess.

Either way, I love that I can load my favorite baseball game of all time (although actually playing it without the keypad is...daunting). 
Astrosmash on the go is good, too.

Thanks!
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Duxbak
    Duxbak on Jun 10 2006, 23:33

Many thanks for your encouragement 
    zx-81 on Jun 10 2006, 23:47
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